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What do students need?

Knowledge

• About language

• About the world

Skills

• Language skills

• Global skills

Life balance

• Attitudes and energies
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Real
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What do students need?

Skills

Language

skills

Global 

skills

21st Century 

Skills

• Communication and Collaboration

• Creativity and Critical Thinking

• Intercultural Competence and 

Citizenship

• Emotional Self-Regulation and 

Wellbeing

• Digital Literacies
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What do students need?

Life balance: of attitudes and energies

head heart

responsibility freedom

work play

criticism affirmation

routine novelty

grit inspiration

solitude society

acceptance change

offline online
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How can teachers help?

• facilitate more, teach less

• activate a variety of learning processes

• get students thinking about how they learn
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Facilitate more, teach less

• Set up situations in which learning can happen

• Stay in the background as much as possible

• Make yourself available as a guide and advisor

Look at the aims for a project lesson: what will the teacher’s 

facilitation consist of?
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Facilitate more, teach less

What will the teacher’s facilitation consist of? 

• arranging pairs

• setting tasks 

• eliciting ideas

• conducting a discussion

• supplying material

• checking progress

• managing the time available 

• overseeing and encouraging

• troubleshooting
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Activate a variety of learning processes

• collaborative activities

• peer learning

• self-access options

• meaningful practice

• blended learning
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Get students thinking about how they learn

language

skills

Global

skills
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Practical ideas for the classroom

• Emotional Self-Regulation and Wellbeing

• From consolidation to creativity

• Challenge: How to give a successful presentation

• Flowcharts for grammar

• A role-model for self-improvement



Participant A:

You will be shown the topic.

Participant B:

Look away now! 

Tips for a …?
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Task in pairs



Participant A: 

Share some advice on this topic.

Participant B: 

Listen and guess the topic

Tips for a …?
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A student’s tips for a happy life
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Do you agree with them all?

Global Skills
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Emotional Self-Regulation and Wellbeing



The student responds…
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From consolidation to creativity
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From consolidation to creativity

laptop computer

car keys

bus ticket

shopping list

ID card

mobile phone
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From consolidation to creativity

Creative follow-up tasks:

1. Create a story using 

all six items

2. Choose one 

compound noun and 

brainstorm ideas for  a 

YouTube channel on 

this topic
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From consolidation to creativity

 Brainstorm ideas for a 

YouTube channel on the 

topic of bus tickets



Which one did students say was the most important? 

Challenge
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How to give a successful presentation
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Challenge

How to give a successful presentation
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Challenge
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Random Power Point



Working with grammar boxes
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Working with grammar boxes
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Improving reference book skills
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Flowcharts
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Say, speak, talk or tell?
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Can you name the historical figure?

Four clues + picture

• Said “Hard work is the mother of 

good luck”

• Was born in Boston in 1706

• Invented bifocals, the lightning rod, 

a glass harmonica (and lots more)

• Printer, publisher, writer, scientist, 

politician, philosopher, diplomat…

Benjamin Franklin
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A role model of self-improvement
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How Ben Franklin taught himself to write

• highlighted passages from the essays he 

enjoyed in The Spectator

• took notes

• used the notes to create poetry(!)

• transposed the poems back into prose 

(without checking the original)

• analysed his writing by comparing it to 

the original Spectator passages
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The ‘Benjamin Frankin dictogloss’

read  take notes   leave   re-create  compare
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